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TIlE INFWEE OF TIl OF ESTABLISHMENT AND COMPETITION ON THE
COMPARATIVE HEIGHTS OF SECOND GROWTH DOUGLAS-FIR TREES

INTRODUCTION

Once considered only in the rgrregate, the individual forest

tree is today receiving zeh attention. Oomparative aze dif-

ferencee that may possibly reflect inherent differences in growth

rate are under close scrutiny by the forest geneticist. In his

selection of thee individuals for breeding purposes, a quantita-

tive estimate of the size variation contributed by each of the

many infiueres involved would be a distinct aid.

The size of any particular individual in an even-aged standi/

depends upon its genetic capacity for growth, the amount of com-

petition upon it and other physical factors of its iediate envi-

rornent (figure 1). In an even-aged stand, however, small dif-

ferences in age may also exist between individuals ant contribute

to variation in size, This study was made to moe-sure the variation

in heights of associated second growth Douglas-fir trees (Pseudotsua

menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) attributable to differences in age and

the modifying effects of neighboring trees.

Even-aged is defined as a stand in which relatively small age
differences exist between trees, the maxinur difference being
usually 10 to 20 years. Society of American Foresters. Forest
Terminology. Waehingtoii, S'clety of American Foresters, 1958.
97 Ps



Figure 1 Can the height superiority o1 the tallest
Dou1as-fir he attributed largely to
greater age?
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EVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Even before a stand closes there may be some variation in size

of individuals due to inherent differences in growth rate and local

variations in sits factors. When stand closure takes place and

competition for crown space or root space occurs, the stand begins

to diffsrentiate regardless of how favorable conditions may be

(67, p. 32), TMs division of even-aged stands into size clas

as a result of en unequal growth rate by the individuals has been

termed an ion of dominanoe (21, p. 1).

Selection most vigorous trees in timber marking or for

scientific purposes today consists mainly of choosing the largest

individuals consistent with quality. These are trees that have

made superior volme growth in comparison with average tress on the

ems site. Need for a more sound basis is obvious. It is through

adiee of natural variation that the range of variation for traits

conomia importanc. can be established in commercial species,

and the proportion contributed by the environmental factors as

opposed to genetic factors be learned (22, p. 2). Information on

the nature and extent of the variability throughout the range of a

pecies is an initial step in a tree improvement program (52, p. 225).

As an example of this approaoh, it has been concluded that the rate

f growth in Norway spruce (?ice abies (ri.) Karet.) is due less to

genetic constitution and more to environmental factors than pre-

viously .uppcsed (1i0, p. 185).
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The size at each partIcular individual composing an oven-aged

stand depends upon: (1) its Inherent capacity for growth, (2) the

egr.e of competition, and (3) the favorablenoss of its particular

location (67, p. 324). Once in a dominant position in the stand,

the height of individuals in relation to their neighbors has boon

Ound to be maintained or increased by a high proportion of those

es studied (30). Supporting observatIons have been made over

six year interval in young Scotch piio (?inus s ivestris L.)

(72) and over twenty years in second growth Douglas-fir (73, p. 47).

Diameter growth rate is much higher on these larger diameter trees

(62, p. p67) end the economic considerations of this point to the

forest manager have boon pointed out (23, p. 1). The primary thin-

ning agent in natural stands is mutual competition which seldom

cause. lo of the dominant trees (73, p. 46). The two factors of

age variation and stocking which contribute to an early expression

of dominance end hence to an early concentration of growth on the

larger Individuals have been studied in astern white pine (Pjis

trobus I..). On low quality sites, it was found that small ago

differences between individual mr contribute to a poor expression

f dominance. On better sites of higher fertility, there was

norlly good stand differentiation irrespective of age variation.

Righ densities of stocking were likewise not inhibitory on site

qualities greater than 60. High density was detritaertai if site

eras low end wher. it affected all stems alike, stagnation somotimos

occurred (21, p. 12.-13).



Although othsr factors may be involved, an interp].anting

experiment in slash pins (Pinus e1ltottii Engelme) seems to

demenstrat. that nIferencos as small as one year may work

to the detriment at the younger tr (10, p. 1). A wIde spacing

seems indiested for Douglas-fir if complete suppression of trite

planted jndiiduals is to be ayotded (141, p. 8).

Age dtfferenoss b*tween trees may vary widely among stands of

Douglas-fir in the NortIost. On the Yacolt burn in south oentral

Washington, &) to 70 percent of the trees in 10-year-old stands

wsr found to be the same age. This was apparently due to the

large amount of eked whieh germinated the first year after the fire

19-20). On en area in the University of I3rtttsb Columbia

forest whish had reburned one year after it had been logged

and burn.d., age differences of dominant and codominant trees on

plots (size unspecified) range up to 16 years (61, p. 427). In

this latter case, there would probably be little difficulty in deter-

mining th. older trees by their greater size, but in lose extreme

examples it ii only sp.culaiory whether the small age differences

among naturally *etablihed Douglas-fir would contribute to stand

differentiation in favor of the older trees. Data from many plots

over western Washington and Oregon indicate that dominanta are

nvariabiy older (38, p. 1). This observation is based on

rather inexact age dstsrminationa however. If the advantage of

greater age is to be maintained, unintorruptod growth would seem
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requisite. Results of investigations into the progress of growth

after open-growing Douglas-firs reached 4.5 feet showed that it was

very regular on some areas but highly variable on others. Graphic

portr*yal of total height over actual age (to 15 years) for areas

of regular growth gave a 'very smooth curve when the points were

connected (27, sub. 7.24, proj. 1).

Although it would seem comparatively easy to into an 'even-

ages stand and by means of systematic measurements and age determi-

nations select those trees in the stand largest for their age, after

field trial this method was Judged not feasible for Pondorosa pine

(Pinus podeoeeDoug.). An increment boring into the tree center

at ground line did not give exact ac due to difficulty in counting

the rings near the center (6, p. 293). The presence of distinct

zones or false rings between true annual rings of conifer seedlings

has been reported to cause considerable difficulty in estimations

of age with a hand lens. To determine seedling ages under these

circumstances, examination of thtn sections with a microscope or

low power ph.otomicrographs is useful (16, p. 220). One must avoid

suppressed trees if accurate age øountø are desired since even

vigorous species like Eastern white pine may soetines fail to show

e'vidence of annual ring formation. This was found only if there

had been a period when growth of the tree was greatly suppressed

(68, p. 416).
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Studies have indicated the impoibility of using ring oounts

other than those made at ground level to determine total a"a. Wider

variation, in age are found aa tho hal ht of the sampling is

increased (13, p. 31). This eliminates the possibility of adding

a conétant age to a determination ride at an easily acceible point.

Basal sections or V-cute have been r,ade to determine total ages

(3, p. 698), at where the felling of the study trees is impos-

sible, cores containing the tree center ist be taken with an in-

crement borer.

One conceivable source of error in age determination could be

the formation of a false ring in younr trees during the mid-summer

bursting of buds. This is often referred t as "lammas" growth.

It has been found, however, that growth of lanim.s shoots is not

accompanied by foriation of a halfyear's wood. Only in the case

of ehoot growth after a true dormancy is a false ring boundary

forutd (14, p. 13). Douglas-fir near Oxford, ngland, oontinued

radial growth for seven to eight weeks after wInter buds had formed

in June or July (17, p. 14). This would indicate some independence

of the two growth actions.

The advantage of a. small ago difference might largely be

negated over a span of time if the detrimental effect of surrounding

trees on the growth of individuals compared was unequal. Such an

influence te eoroxznly termed "competition.'1



Comp.tition can be said to be in effect when there i a combined

need in excess of supply of uch factors as wator, nutrients, or

light. Competition usually begins when the immediate supply of a

single necessary factor falls below the combined needs of the plants.

The outcome is umially indicated by the relative size of the con

testants, although th. direct action of physical factors may quite

independently determine the outcome (19, p. 317-330).

I$ght is popularly credited as the principal factor in com-

petition determining dominance between trees in the forest stand

although the relations between light and height growth are very

complex (8, p. 317-318). 4creover, some foresters believe that

root competition for minerals and Moisture may be as significant

light since the quantity and quality of light falling on an

area is about the same regardless of the site quality (2, p. 639).

Whether light or root competition or both is involved, de-

creased competition resulting from wider spacings in plantations

8

of red pine (Ptz*4s r,etnoaa Ait.) (15, p.

pins ( barkeisia Lamb.), pitch pine

(65, p. 317), jack

rivtda ill.) and Eastern

white pin. (4, p. 14) has brought about greater height growth of

these species. Opposing these observations, greater height has

been related to more dense stands for red pine (, r 370) and

for short leaf ( ee}inata MU1.) and lobloily pine

(69, p. 766), In Douglas-fir spacing tests, trees at wider spac-

ings began to show height growth superiority at an age of 12 years

(37, p. 6). Th. difference between the average height of trees at



when the 'root capacity' the soil is reached and one or more
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the .ztrene spacings (4 x 4 and 12 x 12 feet) continued to widen

p. ), (24, p. 17), and at a total age of 4 years the average

tree height at the 12 x 12 spacing was 20 feet or 153 percent greater

than the 4 x 4 spacing. A difference of nearly the same magnitude

was shown when th. average height of dominante and codominants at

the two spacings was compared (56, p. 2),

Although a great deal has been learned from this spacing study,

he question remains as to the growing space a given size Dougi

fir tree under given site conditions requires to be free from com-

petItion. The inability of soil moisture to move through soil at

high moisturs tensions indicates that the extent of a tree's root

system must be the liMt of its influence on water and soil nutrie LtS,

Shape of the root system then also determines the area over

which it receives and xerte competition. Although competition for

light may under some i.rcwnstancoe extend to greater distances, com-

petition measurements in the present study were made with root

competition in mind. The horizontal root eyøtem has been credited

with deciding the underpound struggle between trees (4k, p. 210).

Four stages of root development have been pictured in a forest

tree stand, the first stag. being "free growth." This is followed

by 'root invasion' when root eytems begin to intermingle and invade

adjacent tree root arias. The third stage is "root competition"
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vital components besomee scarce, The fourth stage is the release

from competition as some competitors die (2, p. 161). In even-

age stands it is during this third stage of competition when large

differences in the size of trees appear, probably reflecting cramped

growing apace, and it is probably then that foresters are inspired

to devise Nmeaeurea of competition" to evaluate the effects of the

differential stocking which they observe. If the competition area

is assumed to be circular, suoh a measure must be influenced by

the extent and symmetry of the trees' root systems.

Soil, biological, and physical factors combine to determine the

shape of a conifer root system. 3tudies of the root systems of black

spruce (licea meriana (!tU1.) B.S. tarmrack (tarix laricine.

(Du Rot) Koch), white spruce (Picea jzlauca (Moench) Voss), and jack

pine on both clay end sandy soils in Manitoba indicate the general

Character of these conifer root systems is rigidly controlled in

some species but has more flexible habit in others (54, p. 2).

It was found in Germany that soil texture, aeration, and water

capacity were the most important factors influencing root form of

Douglas-fir from a coastal seed source. On fine-textured soils with

poor aeration and high moisture in the upper levels, root systems

were shallow and consisted almost entirely of laterals. On coarse-

textured soils with good aeration but low moisture capacity, compact

bushy, tap-root systems developed. Where there were medium-textured

oila, the root system was intermediate to these two forms. The



to -y.ar-oid plantation trees studied showed a tendency

th. flat lateral, system with age (28) (29). Root develop-

n several other species has been found more extensive on

tie than on heavy soils (49, p. 1014).

Where influencing factors do not interfere, the horizontal

root system of Scotch pine develops symmetrically (4s, p. 341).

However, such factors as a strong prevailing wind, moisture supply,

amount of plant nutrients, and the presence of other plants were

to influence the direction of development. L.odgepole pine

(Pnq eantorta L.oud.) trees show little symmetry of development

du, to their affinity for decaying roots present in the soil and

the mechanical obstruction of rocks. They did not appear to modify

their s etry in response to root competition from other plants

with only one exception (3, p. 462). The direction of the hori-
zontal root. of one jack pine seeied little affected by the presence
of other roots (18, p. 952). Surface roots of Scotch pine, however,

develop beet in the dtection in which the smallest number of strange

roots are encountered (45, p. 343).

ii, root systems are subject to much modification, in coni-

fers the herteonta]. roots seem to extend some distance beyond the

spread. Investigation of the roots of five Scotch pine trees

in ag from 46 to 196 years old showed that the roots had

extended beyond the crown at all stages of development, reaching a

iaum ratio of four to five times branch length when the tree was
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of pol, size (71). The ratio of root length to branch length in

spruce varies from 1.6 to 1.9, being greater on more moist sites;

for ptne on the best sites the ratio is about two and on poor sites

may be two to thre. (31). A jack pine of 10 inches d.b.h. in a

medium dance stand on sandy soil developed root system with an

average maximum horizontal radius of 21 feet (18, p. 930). This

would be approximately two times the diameter of the tree expressed

in test. Excavation of the tree of average diameter in a jaok pine

plantation at spacings of 2 x 2, 4 x 4, 6 x 6 and 0 x 8 feet showed

a progr tncr.aee in the average horizontal radius with a single

exception whsn other vegetation was encountered (3, p. 27-29). When

the roots of adjae.nt tress in red pine or jack pine plantations

seks oontaot, th. lateral roots tend to turn downward (4, p. 2).

The rnaber end siz. of roots and extent of root development

be in proportion to tree size of jack pine as soon as soil

a limiting factor retarding growth (3, p. 30).

cc, poor development of tops has been associated iith inferior

.e in pitch pine (49, p. 1014). The impact of competition

aud up by the statement of J.H.Q. Smith; "We need

ne many natural stands of Douglas-fir to see that the

relatively tree-growing tress are bigger and healthier than individ-

ual. that have .Mur.d moderate to severe competition" (60, p. 49).



PROCEDURES

Study Are

In choosing stand. for study, principal considerations were

stocking, and site quality. Root expanse in Scotch pine h

been found to increase up to 70 years and in Norway spruce to 110

years (39, p. 67), but this is contradicted by the observation that

the greatest expanee of dominant and codominant ootch pine is

reached at an early age (apparently about 20+ years) (70, p. 10).

In Douglasfire of the earns or root olums appeared to

increase with age to at least 60 years which was the maximum age

investigated (46, p. 21). With this considerstion, stands of

Douglasfir lees than 50 years of age were chosen since active and

vigorous root growth in a growing stand brings about vigorous

competition.

Stands of the earns site c d since many additional

variables would be introduced if different sIte qualities were to

be oopare4 (47). Unthinned stands near normality on the basis

of ber of stems per acre served to make the competitIon measure

comparisons betwe.n stands more meaningful. Areas sampled were

located within the Veight Creek Experimental Forest near Orting,

Washington, the Black Rock Experimental Forest near Falls City,

Oregon, and the Adair Tract near Corvallis, Oregon. The character

isties of the this. areas sampled are shown in Table 1. Although



Table t. Characteristics of the Sample Areasi!

- Location -

Voight Creek Black Rock Adair Tra

14

Site indax

Number of plot.

Number trees/plot

Average diameter breast high
(inGhea)

Aver age age of dominant. and
codominants (years)

Average age *11 trees (years)

Range in age (years)

Average age range per plot
(years)

Average height of dominante
and codominents (feet)

Average height all trees (feet)

Standard deviation ci' height
(feet)

Range in height (feet)

Average height range per plot
(teet)

For the opportunity to sample on these experimental forests,
appreciation is expressed to the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range
Kxperiz.nt Station, the Oregon Forest Lands Research Center, and
the Oregon State College School of Forestry.

16 125 147

6 5 10

4 5 5

9,6 10.2 7.6

45,4 45.0 26.5

45.2 44.7 26.6

8 4 7

4.2 32

69.2 81.2 57.5

86.8 77.7 57.1

12.8 8.4 4.8

28 24 16

19.7 18.2 10.9
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the Adair Traet stand was younger than the other two, the slightly 

higher site quality ns thought to have caused a more rapid stand 

differentiation and thus to have somerhat compensated for this age 

discrepancy. 

In sampling, 1/100th acre plots (11.78 feet radius) wore laid 

out at 2 chain intervals along compass lines of cardinal direction. 

This distance was judged great enough to remove any chance of trees 

from one plot affecting those on any other plot. At the Adair Tract 

whore trees were smaller, this distance between plots was reduced 

to 1.5 chains. The five moet vigcrous trees with living tops were 

seleoted on each plot and designated "subject'1 trees between which 

comparisons would be made. All trees in the study were judged to 

be in the strong intermediate crown class or better. 

A plot was rejected on the basis of either of two criteria 

specified prior to making the 
tdY.1/ 

These plot rejection eriteri 

ware (1) if fewer than five trees of intermediate crown class or 

better were represented, or (2) if trees of spcieo other than 

Douglasfir ware present. At the Adair Tract, plots were also 

rejected it any of the subject trees lay immediately adjacent to 

small scattered natural openings that occurred in the stand. 

Por ah subject tree, measurement was made of d.b.h., height, 

ego, end competition. D.b.h. measurements were made in inches and 

Krueger, Kenneth W The relation of age and competition to 
dominance in Douglasfir. 5 p. Typed study plan dated 

Sept. 11, 1958. On file at U. S. Forest Service Puget Sound 
Research Osnter Olympia, !ashington. 
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tenths with standerd diameter tape. Heights were determIned with 

a percent Abney level and chain. Age deterninations and competition 

measurement. ar d.ecrtbed below. 

erminat Ions 

ost age determinations in forestry work are made by boring a 

tree at some convenient point and adin a osnetant determined by 

the average number of years that a seedling on that aike quality 

grows to reach that point. To determine total as accurately, 

however, a ring count must be made at ground level. 

Age borIngs require a penetration of the stem to include the 

center. The words of Bauer emphsI.e that this is nore easily said 

than dones 'It becomes quite an art to find the center of a tree 

accurately when a complex of factors act all at once to shift It 
from Its logical positio&' (9, p. 299). The followIng technique 

was devised as being moat eatisfscor to solve thi prob? 

At the base of the tre, where the age was to be determined, 

a hole was dug sufficiently wido ond deep to allow turntrci an 

increment borer when placed perpendicular to the trunk ct ground 

level. Sine, a one-year.'o].d Dougles-fir cdl incIt'dIn,ç stem 

and root totals about eight inches in length (32, '. 130) (33, p. 52), 

a target height of four to five inches 'as auiind. A single boring 

destroys about oni square inch of area from the standpoint of other 

borings, so a good indication of the exact center location is 
necessary to avotd ruining the ago determination location by mere 
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exploration in the target area. By boring with a standard 3/16-inch

inside-diameter increment borer, the center of the tree was located

about 12 tnohas above the ground line and followed by repeated

borings down to the target area (Pigure 2). Then, using an oversize

5/16-inch inside-diameter increment borer, parallel borings were

made until the tree center was included in an extracted core.

Ths rapid growth of Douglas-fir in the region west of the Cascade

Mountains l.a4s to wide and distinct growth rings. However, it was

found that rings near the center of the tree were difficult to

distinguish syon uh*n viewed under 20 power magnification. This

was apparently the difficulty experienced with ponderosa pine noted

above (6, p. 293). To obtain accurate age counts, it was found

neceseery to taice thin sections of the tree centers from cores

previously softened by soaking in water. These sections were then

meistened and stained lightly using a differential stain for spring

wood suggested by Smith (59, p. 5). Viewed by reflected light at

gnifioations of 20X or 48X, the boundaries between rings were

quite distinct. One, beyond the central five to eight rings, count-

ing with low magnification on a smoothed urfaeo was an easy matter.

Competition

Examples of several measures of eonpetition have been cited

in the literature. The density in nunber of trees per acre was used

to measure the effect of stocking on the expression of dominance

within white pine stands (21, p. 12). In another study, a competition
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FIgure 2. The increment cores ehow the repeated borings
made in following the treet$ center to ground
level.
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index was deyjeed to measure the stand density and competition

offered by trees of the same species on the height of balsam fir

trees (26, p

single tree w

20 x 20 foot square end the number of trees on the same squ

(58, p. 370). To measure the effect of spacing on vigor of individ-

ual wh.t. end Engelaann spruce trees, an encircling 12-foot radue

circle was measured and the average number of trees within each of

four diameter classes weighted on a volume basis was used as a

competition factor. When related to 1 yea height incroment, a

significant correlation coefficient of 0.69 wa obtained (20, p. 0-

31). To measure the theoretical growing space of subdominant"

etrobus L. trees, the radius of a circle was calculated

the aritheetic mean of the distance from the center of the investi-

t.d tree to points on the lines between the trees and its neigh-

bors, th, positions of the points being determined by the proportion

of subject tree diameter to diameter of the neighbor. A correlation

coefficient of 0.82 was obtained for the relation of this growing

spac t. basal area growth percent (74).

se measures of oo.etitio on individual trees all have one

veeicmessee. Those workers who have obtained the highest

correlations between growth or size and competition have used the

diameter of the subject tree to determine their measure of competition.

If the sizø of the dependent variable, the subject tree, is ailowed

). Directed somewhat more specifically toward a

a study of the height of the tallest tree on a
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to influence the independent variable, for example a measure of

growing space, then the independent variable is no lunger independ-

ent end a rule of logic has been violated. The results are clearly

not valid.

The eeond approach has hoerz to use an area of constant size

representing free-growing-space around the subject tree. Within

this area centered around the subject tree, the number of treøs,

basal aroa or some other measure has been made, Because size of

the area designated is inherently constant, however, rio increase

can be made even though the subject trees may vary in size due to

other factors, Certainly a large tree requires a larger free-

growing-apses th*n a small one, at least until the root extension

period has been completed.

Just as a tree can receive oompotition over a given area, it
also iat exert competition over that same area. With this approach

as the key, the competition around a given tree can be measured

using as a basis the assumed horizontal extent of the neighbor-

ing trees' root systems. While still subjective, the measure of

competition derived remains an independent variable and the ques-

tion of a constant free-growing-space regardless of tree size is
avoided.

Dut at what distanø. does a neighboring tree cease to become

a competitor? While the l.ngth of the horizontal root system would

asom to be a satisfactory criterion, only inconclusive evidence is



available on which to base

t development in ac1c pir

to the size of' the tee when available soil moisture beca.rie limit-

tug (3, p. 30). In Scotch pine, d.b.h. has been found to develop

in the sane manner as the length of the horizontal root system

(4, p. 31). Consequently this easily obtained mea'

assted as proportionally indicating the extent of a tree's root

system or its competition. It should be noted that d.b.h. is also

closely related to crown width in Douglas-fir (11, p. 530). To

represent the maximum die aries at which a tree was considered a

competitor, a "constant times d.b.h." typo of spacing rule was

selected. This type of spacing rule gives heavier weight to the

larger competing trees (7, p. 0). Such a measure assumes a

circular root habit, and although root systems are not strictly

ayetrical, a circular form is approached more closely t!in any

other shape (4, p. 34i),

Diagrams of Douglas-fir root systems available are a yet

few to be of' help in selecting maxirnw root extensIon (48, p. 31).

Another possible approach is through the results of spacing studies,

but lack of replication of' apactr.s makes results questionable.

It is of interest to note that the greatest difference in height

owth in the Wind River spacing has occurred between the 8 x 8

nd 10 x 10 foot spacings. It the average tree d.b.h. which w

found at ages 22 and 27 is divided Into the square spacing

(10 teek/4.7 inches and 10 feet/6.4 inches), constant timos

21

0 As noted above, the extent

been found to be in proportion



d.b.h. spacings of 2.1D and 1.6L are derived (24, p. 17)

(o, p. ). To obtain maximum growth of young Douglastire,

spacing distances of 1.5 times d.h.h. on site quality 150 and 2

times db.h. on site quality 100 have been suggested (60, p. 1496).

Because the site quality in this etuy lies between these latter

recosmiendations and is higher than that of the spacing study at

Wind River, it was decided to collect data to allow analyses

using 1.5, 1.75 and 2 times Ct.bqh. to define the maximum distance

at which neighboring trees were considered coipetitors.

Accordingly, from each subject tree the distance to each

surrounding tree and the surrounding tree's diaraeter were recorded

provided that they were within 2 times their d.b.h. expressed in

feet froi the eub3ect tree. Ue of these measurements is explained

in the section on analysis.



ANALYSIS

A total of 2k trees on 6 plots were examined at Voight Creek,

25 tree. on 5 plots at Black Rock, and 50 trees on 10 plots at the

Adair Tract. Although 5 trees per plot were originally measured

at Voight Creek, poor condition of some increment cores necessitated

that they be discarded. So that comparisons could be made on the

basis of the sa zimber of trees for each plot, the poorest core

from the standpoint of making an age determination was removed from

b of the other plots in this one area.

Analyses of the data were made to find the correlation of total

age and height, competition and height, and the combination of these

factors and height in each of the separate study areas. Before a

linear regression analysis of the individual tree data within an

area could be made, it was first necessary to adjust the tree

heights on the individual plots to a common base.

Many factors including location with regard to slope (66, p.

724) affect tee height at a. given age. Accordingly, the height

feach tree on a given plot was expressed as a percentage of the

ge height of the trees on that plot. Comparison using per-

has been recommended in selecting genetically plus trees

as ly eliminate! soil and site differences as variables

(57$ p. Soil and site on the 1/100th acre plots were necessarily

considered homogeneous. Since the range of ages tended to vary

slightly between plots, th. individual tree ages were also expressed
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a a percentage of the average plot age. Observations foi the

individual trees on plots within a given study area were then

ombined, and with x representing percent of average plot age

and 7 representing percent of average plot height, linear rogres-

alone of the form a + b(x-) were calculated (46). A pro-

viously plotted scatter diagram indicated a curvilinear relation-

ship was not im-olved.

Using the Votght Oreek data, several methods of expressing

competition were explored, the sum of the figures derived from the

neighboring trees being the competition upon the subject tree.

Around each individual subject tree, the diameter and the distance

to its neighboring trees were knovn provided they were within two

times their die eter expressed in feet. These competition expres-

sions worst

eununing the d.b.h.'a of the competing trees.

suing the basal areas of the competing trees. This

gave more weight to the larger competitors since theIr rad

squared.

expressing each competitor as the tangent of the angle

it subtended, thAt is, as its diameter in feet divided by its

distance in feet from the subject tree. This measure gave greater

weight to large competitors and to competitors nearby.

converting the tangent in (3) to degrees and squaring it.

This increased the weight given to larger or closer competitore.
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The sum of individual competitors expressed the total competi-

tion exerted upon a subject tree. These competition measures were

then oonerted to a percent of the average competition for trees

on the individual plot. This was done since any site changes

occurring between plots undoubtedly changed the influonco of the

same number of competitors. Combining the data for individual trees,

linear regressions of the form = a + b(x-) were calculated where

x represented percent of average plot competition and y represented

percent of average plot height.

The um of the tangents of the competitors and the sum of the

basal area of the competitors were found to give the hIghest cor-

relations. In calculations for the other two areas, only these

two methods of handling the data were used

To determine the distance within which a neighboring tree

furnished significant oompetition, a series of linear regressions

were calculated using the above measures of competition. Neighbor-

ing trees were included if they were nearer than (1) 1.' times theIr

diameter, (2) 1.75 times their diameter, and (5) 2 times their

dieter expressed in feet. These regressions were of the form

a + b(x-) where x reprosentod percent of average competition

and y represented percent of average height. Since soils were

slightly different between the three study areas and may have

effected horizontal root spread, this series of regressions was

calculated for all three areas.



RESULTS

Results of the regressions of nercent of average ae on percent

of average height are shown in Table 2. At the Adair Tract stand,

the average age difference which existed between the oldest and

orungest tree on th. plots was insufficient to compute a regressIon.

At Voight Creek the b value of +1.00 indicates a one percent increase

in age was on th. average accompanied by a one percent increase in

height. At Black Rock the influence of age was slightly greater,

the b value being .1.47. The squared positive correlation coefficient,

r2, indicates 17.8 percent of the variation in height at Voight Creek

is associated with differences in age. At Black Rock, 22.1 percent

of th. variation in height is associated with differences in age.

In both areas, greater age and greater height are significantly

related at the five percent confidence level.

Correlation coefficients of the two oompettticn measures and

the three competition distance criteria are howr in Table 3. For

e.11 areas tested the percent of average basal area at a maximum

distance of 1.7 timee the competitor's diameter correlated most

closely with the percent of average height of the subject trees.

At the Black Rook Forest this correlation was statistically non-

significant however. The squared correlation coefficients indicate

3.7 percent of the variation in height is associated with differences

in competition at Voight Creek, and 12.7 percent of the variation in

height is associated with differences in competition at Adair Tract.

26



Table 2. Relat1or of percent of averago age
and percent of average hcight

Votgh Creek 2k

Black Roøk

+1.00 4.96w 0.178

+1.47 6.2* 0.221

* Significant at the pørcent confidence level

reoion anal ::- values
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S:rc"3sion Squared
fficierit, F corrolation

b coofficio:it
p)r

Area Basis
(number
of trees)



* Significant at the 5 percent confidence level
CC Significant at the 1 percent confidence level
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Basal Area of
Competitors 1,5 D 1 .020 .042

1.75 r .055 .127*

2D .196* .016 .048

Tangent of'
Competitors 1.5 D .128 .001 .006

1.75 D .327** .008 .011

2 D .175* .006 .012

Competition Maxiam - Area -
Measure Distance

Or iter ion

Voight Black Adajr
Creek Rock Tract

tabi Squared correlation coef'ficients (r2) of' the
relation between percent of average height
end the empirical competition mea8urea
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Sirie the competition etsuro at 11aci ort and the
age of the Adair Tract ttand cotriud little to the height

Yxistion, a tiltiple correlation ly5a was caicultød only

for the Voight Creek data, In order to 3oc&t rgei valueo

for the meaeure of oompet&tior. iorcr treeti, the inva:

of the original compettton tsure ;a c I ui.ted prior

expreeing the meauro in percent. The utip1e re.res8ton

equation wae of the form a + bx1 + ox2 where rpresented

percent of average age, repreoented th prce.nt o:' average

plot competition, and y repmsented prcent of avera;c plot

height. The squared correlation of cient 'D.27 diat
ing 52.7 i,ercent of the variation in height was asooiatd with

differene of age and competition at Veiht treek. The relation-a

ehtp wae etiif'icant at the one percent confdance level.
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the oa of natural regcntration, those indIviduals

established firet would aec to ilavo a better oppor ilty o

extend their roots into the largost torriLory. Root systo

superiority seems to be mandatory if a tree is to achieve uid

maintain doinanco (64, p. 54). On the two areas in this study

where small age differences between trees occurred, greater age

and greater height were significantly related. It would seem

logical that eater ago differences nigit lead to a larger

interval between comparative heighti. iiol:ever, at VoiI:;1.t creek

where the average age difference botween the oldest yOUrQe. st

trees on the plots was l.2 years, a loss significant relation

between age end height was found than at L'lack Rock dero using

the ece rneasure the average age difforence was 3.2 years (Table

1). Graphic examination of the data indicated no curvilinear

relationship was involved.

Another apparent mncønsistoncy is that seven of the trees

sampled at Black Rock were observed to have been broken at some

time. Ice acculation was probably the cause as drags seemed to

have occurred about 15 years provously on au. trees. lthouga

this could possibly obliterate any age-height relationship, a

siifieant correlation was found. een reports an experiment

with 17.-year-old Norway (red) pine whore two years height growth



ens in heigh

othei trees, This wan due

(21, p. 16).

At Adair Tract where the average age difference between the

oldest end youngest trees on the plot was only 2.5 years, no relation

betwsen height and age was found. At the age of this stand, 26 years,

small difterences in time of establishment have already been obscured

by other factor.. Evidence of breakage could be seen in 5 of the

tx... studied, one of these being the oldest tree sampled.

These correlations of age and height are somewhat lower than

anticipated. Formation of a false annual ring during lamna growth

seemed a possible source of error and warranted a supplementary

investigation. To determine the effect of lamrnas growth on annual

ring formation, an examination was made of 50 seedlings showing

Zaas growth and 20 seedlings with no laznmae growth all collected

the Wind River nursery. Seedlings were collected in late

ks after watering had ceased. Microscopic

basal stem seotions showed that while on a few

$ the final 2-4 tracheids of the current year's growth

appeared to be of slightly larger diameter than the preceding summer-

wood cells, no sharp boundary was formed and no confusion with an

ring oould result. This would seem to eliminate lammas

rowth as a source of arror.
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d trees and after only two years

of no significance as far as releasing

traightoriing up of lateral branches
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The empirical competition neasuro used in this investigation

indicated its possible validity on two areas but failed almost

completely on the third. Greater competition and decreased height

related in a highly significant manner at Voigt Creek and

fioantly at Adsir Tract. At Black Rock almost no relation-

ship ae found,

Expressing competition, a highly complex relationship, as a

ingla riuzaber can b. but a crude approximation; how closely it

approaches actuality is problematical. With no knowledge of many

factors, e.g. the quantitative mineral and moisture requirements

for growth of 40.-year.-old treee, and only limited knowledge of

others, e.g. root. spread, several assumptions in the competition

measure may be veek. While as a general rule symmetry of roots

may be assumed, several factors may have exerted a modifying

tnflunco. The effect of slope on symmetry may be the principal

reason for ths poor performance of the competition measure at

Mack Rook. Although r offeøt of a slope of 65 percent on the

t morphology of Scotch pine has been reported (45, p.

en uphill/downhill asymmetry of both structural and absorbing

roots has been fouth far Douglas-fir on a slope of 50 percent

48, p. jo). The majority of the plots at Black Rock wore on

teep elopes, but at Voight Creek the slopes were moderate and

Adeir Tract very gritle.

The prosenc. of other roots may also influence the symmetry

of some tao. root systems. Scotch pine roots dovolop best in the



direction in which the smallest number of strange roots are

ncounter.d (, p. 543). Douglas-fir roots, however, may grow

almost under the stump. of neighboring trees (48, p. 2). Al-

though plots at the Adsir Tract were rejected if they fell im-

mediat.ly adjacent to small stand openings, openings nearby

may have influenced asymmetry of root systems and lowered the

efficiency of the competition measure, though not below a aig-

iifioant level.

That consideration ot the distance of' the competitors from

the subject tree result in a str nger correlation may

also indicate w.s.kncss of the competition measure. In all three

areas a maximum and minimum distance in the definition of a

petitor is shown by the variation in the squared correlation

coefficients at th. three diatance criteria (Table )

exact distance conaiderationa seemed to have little or negative

.ffeet as iMtoat.d by preliminary analysis and the lower correlation

of the tangent compared to the basal area competition measure.

Inc. at least some conifers seem capable of absorbing appre-

jable quantities of water through suberized roots (42, p. 140),

t would asem that distance would be a strong factor since roots

looatd sivwb.re within the horizontal root extent would be com-

petitors for moisture. Absorption of lithium by Scotch pine,

however, was found to be greater in a tree planted 2 meters from

the absorption site than in a tree O. meter away (1). The

xistenoe of root grafts which are commonly reported for Douglas-fl



ubtedly further oorifusea this re1atonship. Failure of size

sitton of competing Monterey pIne trees to exert an influence

on release effeeta in thinning experiments has been attributed to

root gzwtts (43, p. 21).

The squared iltiple regression correlation coefficient for

Voight Creek indicates p2.7 percent of the variation in comparative

heights of individuals is a*sociated wIth factors of age arid co

petition. Th. question arises thenhow is the remaining variation

divided between genetic and. environmental factors?

For slash pine on a -acre plantation of uniform

eight growing seasons the tallest trees were 30 percent

average. This variability was attributed to genetic factors (22,

p. 38). Whether Douglas-fir is characterized by such variation in

growth rate can only be speculated. It would seem more likely that

at least an equal portion of the remaining variability is due to

environrnenta, factors. These may include competirg vegetation

whioh during the seedling stages may drastically reduce height growth.

For 4-yeat-old Douglas-fire, trees in low brush were only 94 percent

aM in brakon only 41 percent of the height of trees established on

grass cover (63, p. 733). In another study braken was found to have

suppressed young trees to 4 percent of normal height growth at

cix years of age (12, p. 21).

rowsing by various animals may seriously impede normal height

Douglas-fir trees wore reduced to 29 percent of normal

ht at 10 years by severe browsing of grouse and deer (12, p. 21).
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Height of moderately browsed individuals was 89 percent of un

d Douglas-fir. at 15 years of age (41, p. 4).

In addition to ie damage which haa been revious1y mentioned,

or early frosts nay cause extensive injury to new growth,

t growth nay be checked or completelj stopped for one or

more years. If terminal buds are killed by frost, it may be t:

or more years b a leading shoot is formed (34, p. 5). Breakage

by falling snags and bark has been cited as frequently occurring in

Douglas-tar plantations (51, p. 5).

It may be concluded from this study that while differences in

age and/or competition contributed sinifieantly to height dif-

ferentiation within the Douglas-fir stands sampled, factors of

genetic constitution end of environment including unmeasure

petition apparently contribute an equal or grentr u"ourt. While

the competition effect remains a variable perhaps best evaluated

by observation, in selecting "lu" trees from second growth stands

of the site end age class studied consideration should be given the

fact that approximately 20 percent of the observed variation in

f establishment.

It the poaitite b valuea of 1.00 and 1.47 can be considered typical

for site III Douglas-ftr of this approximate age range tn the

Pacific Northwest, their signIficance in choosIng plus trees on

the basis of up.rior height (or indirectly, volume) is considerable.
'or ample, in a small group of trees whose average age Is 40 ye

it may be du to small dIfferences n
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and average height is 80 feet, a 42-year-old tree (io perc&rit

of average age) could be expected hcw a height superiority

at from 4 to 6 feet over the average as a. result of greater age

alone.



SUMMARY AND OOFrOLUSIaNS

Presented are the results of a study made with the objec-

tive of measuring the variation in heights of individuals within

small groups of second growth Douglas-fir attributable to dif-

ferences in age and the modifying effects of competition from

neighboring trees. Heights were measured with Abney level and

chain, and total age was determined by ground level borings

through the tree's center followed by mioroscopic examination

of stained sections from the increment cores. Several methods

of expressing competition were explored with relative succe

gauged by their correlation with present height. All data were

converted to a percentage baste within plots snd compared within

areas using re ton analyses.

Although limited by areas, age distributions and number of

trees sampled, the following tentative conclusions seem indicated

from the results obtained*

When the establishment of a stand of site III Douglas-

fir has occurred over a period of several years, those individuals

established first may maintain theIr initial lead to a signifi-

cant degree. This was found true to 45 years, the maximum age

investigated. When the period of establishment is short, however,

this relationship may not be evident at 25 years.

If considered in a group of four to five individuals

on a small uniform area and at an average age of 45 years, age

37
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Luperiority is on the average related to height superiority with

e regrescion coefficiezt of 1.0 to 1. when both age and heiht

are expressed as percentages of the coup averet. This indicates

a one percent superiority in age is on the averarre acoopariiod by

a 1.0 to 1. percent supertority ii hiht.
(y) The empirical cotpetiticm rcsuves developed in this

study could in several eases significantly relate lad' of coipeti-
tion with greater height. While no consistently sucossftal weasure

was devised, basal ares of the cor3petitorg resulted in the highest

oorrelatjons. It was found that a spacing factor of 1.7 i, where

equaled the cam etttors diameter, secned to best define the

extent of competition.

The areal extent of conifer root systems and examples of

empirical competition meseuros cited in the literature are reviewed.

Effects of other envtrornienta1 factors on height are discussed and

the consideration of small age differences in choosing "plus's

trøee for genetics work is pointed out.
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